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Abstract—The self-organizing Maps (SOM) introduced by Kohonen implement two important operations: vector quantization (VQ) and a topology-preserving mapping. In this paper, an online self-organizing topological tree (SOTT) with faster learning is proposed. A new learning rule delivers the efficiency and topology preservation, which is superior of other structures of SOMs. The computational complexity of the proposed SOTT is $O(\log N)$ rather than $O(N)$ as for the basic SOM. The experimental results demonstrate that the reconstruction performance of SOTT is comparable to the full-search SOM and its computation time is much shorter than the full-search SOM and other vector quantizers. In addition, SOTT delivers the hierarchical mapping of codevectors and the progressive transmission and decoding property, which are rarely supported by other vector quantizers at the same time. To circumvent the shortcomings of clustering property, which are rarely supported by other vector quantizers and the progressive transmission and decoding quantizers. In addition, SOTT delivers the hierarchical mapping of codevectors and the progressive transmission and decoding property, which are rarely supported by other vector quantizers at the same time. To circumvent the shortcomings of clustering property, which are rarely supported by other vector quantizers and other vector quantizers. In addition, SOTT delivers the hierarchical mapping of codevectors and the progressive transmission and decoding property, which are rarely supported by other vector quantizers at the same time. To circumvent the shortcomings of clustering property, which are rarely supported by other vector quantizers and other vector quantizers. In addition, SOTT delivers the hierarchical mapping of codevectors and the progressive transmission and decoding property, which are rarely supported by other vector quantizers at the same time. To circumvent the shortcomings of clustering property, which are rarely supported by other vector quantizers and other vector quantizers.

Index Terms—Data clustering, online learning, self-organizing map (SOM), tree structure, vector quantization (VQ).

I. INTRODUCTION

SELF-organizing maps (SOMs) [18] fall into the class of unsupervised, competitive learning neural networks. One distinctive feature of SOM is its ability to form localized clusters (activity bubbles) around the maximally responsive neuron (winner) through competitive learning algorithm with only a simple layer of feed-forward synaptic connections and a competitive winner-take-all (WTA) neuronal layer. The location of each activity bubble is determined by the characteristics of the input data. A competitive neural network, in general has the lateral interactions in the WTA layer to produce the excitatory and inhibitory actions based on the distance from the most active output neuron. SOM has in addition a time-variable topological neighborhood of active neurons around the activity bubble. The winner and its neighborhood neurons that fall under the influences of the activity bubble have their synaptic weights adjusted toward the input stimulus. This gives SOM the topological ordering capability whereby the spatial location of a neuron in the lattice corresponds to a particular feature or a group of features of the source. It is this simple network topology and the unsupervised self-anneling property of SOM that underlie its strength and interest over classical statistic approaches in emerging new applications that call for clustering of unlabeled multivariate data [7], [8], [11], [17].

A dichotomy in the applications of SOM is that of quantization [10], [12] in which the aim of data clustering is to obtain an optimal set of codebook vectors that maximizes the rate-distortion performance, versus clustering which aims to segregate a chaotic mixture of patterns for the purpose of knowledge discovery and analysis. Unsupervised learning allows the SOM to group datasets on the basis of their perceived closeness in a multivariate hyperspace. The synaptic weights of the trained network provide an approximation to the Voronoi vectors in a self-organizing manner. As the primary function of SOM is to visualize the topological relationship of input vectors, for pattern classification, the trained network needs to be calibrated by a supervised optimization technique called learned vector quantization (LVQ) [18] to minimize the average probability of misclassification.

However, the classical SOM algorithm suffers from several disadvantages in its application to clustering problems. First, the clustering result is sensitive to the number of partitions which has to be predefined. Second, the clustering result of one partition provides knowledge at only one similarity level. Third, SOM based algorithm also suffers from the problem of favoring “equally-sized compact spheroidal clusters,” i.e., isotropic clusters. This is caused by the mean square error (MSE) function and vector quantization (VQ) nature of SOM clustering. Actually, these limitations are also common to the classic $k$-mean and many other partition clustering algorithms. Many variants of SOM have been proposed to mitigate its weaknesses in classification ability. Growing SOM [1], growing Grid [9] and incremental grid growing [3] are a class of algorithms that overcomes the first problem by growing the SOM to a suitable number of partitions through the insertion of new neurons. Tree-structured SOM [20], [21] provides a hierarchical structure to reduce the computation complexity and alleviates the first two problems simultaneously. Recently, a grow hierarchical SOM (GHSOM) [26] is also proposed to grow a hierarchical SOM. To solve the third problem, some researchers generalize the model of SOM, e.g., SOMN [28], to a network of more generalized distribution models (e.g., Gaussian, delta) at the expense of increased computational complexity. However, in real applications, the data
distribution may not satisfy the distribution assumed a priori. Although many variants of SOM have been proposed, the three problems of SOM mentioned are far from being well solved, the last two problems, in particular.

In VQ, yet another dichotomy is based on whether the search for the best matching codevector is constrained or unconstrained. An unconstrained search algorithm, frequently used in the generalized Llloyd algorithm (GLA) [23], and the basic SOM, requires a full search over the entire set of codevectors to compute the distortion between an input data point and every codevector to locate a best matching codevector. As the computational complexity of the full search VQ is proportional to the number of codevectors, it becomes computationally impractical as the feature space or the number of clusters grows beyond a certain limit. It has been reported in [20], [21] that the basic N-neuron SOM algorithm using full search algorithm to find the best matching neurons takes about $10^4$ to $10^5$ iterations with $N \times M \times 3$ floating point operations to organize a $M$-dimensional input dataset. To reduce the encoder complexity, a constrained search procedure structures codevectors in such a way that only a small subset of the entire codebook is searched for the best representative codevector with minimal distortion. Among the many constrained search algorithms [12], tree search vector quantizer (TSVQ) [4] is one of the best known approaches to speedup vector quantizers. In general, fixed rate TSVQ performs worse than the full-search VQ. It is attributable to the accumulation of the bias introduced by the constrained search from the parent nodes to the child nodes. Improved performances have been observed in variable rate TSVQ [12], but direct application of the tree search algorithm on VQ lacks the important topology preserving property of SOM. The first tree-structured SOM (TS-SOM) was introduced by Koikkalainen and Oja in 1990 [20], and was later improved by Koikkalainen [21]. Their proposed TS-SOMs are organized layers by layers. That is, after one layer has been organized, its nodes are frozen and the organization proceeds on the next layer. A limitation of this type of TS-SOM is that it is not readily implementable as an online learning scheme. All training data are fed into the system repeatedly at every layer which taxes the system resources heavily for large database. In order to improve the performance of learning, TS-SOM uses a lateral search to lower the inherent bias present in the tree-structured search. However, this lateral search increases the computation load and annihilates the hierarchical and progressive mapping of codevectors along the binary- or quad-tree. Another Binary Tree-structured SOM (BT-SOM) was proposed by T. D. Chiueh et al., for VQ [6]. They compare their VQ performance against GLA based TSVQ. However, the one-dimensional (1-D) binary tree model limits its scalability in processing time, and its degradation in performance due to the local decision making procedure against the basic SOM has not been evaluated.

In this paper, we propose a new multiresolution self-organizing topological tree (SOTT) to accelerate the search procedure. Unlike the BT-SOM and existing TS-SOM algorithm, in our proposed SOTT algorithm, neurons on different layers are organized concurrently. Two problems have to be overcome before the SOTT can be made amenable to online learning. First, the tree-structured search procedure is usually globally suboptimal and fails to find the real best matching neurons during training. In other words, the “winner” [18] of the network is not necessary the closest neuron to the input vector. Second, by imposing the structural constraints with a hierarchically connected lattice, two kinds of neighborhood relationship co-exist in the network: the interlayer parent–child relationship and the intralayer sibling relationship. As the synaptic weights of the neurons are updated during training, it is a challenging problem to maintain both topological relationships.

A multipath search [5] can be used to overcome the first problem. In most tree-structured algorithms, the winner of one layer is selected from among the children of the winner of its upper layer. This has the drawback of creating localization of responses. The multipath search is used to overcome the bias introduced by a single path tree search algorithm. The performance enhances as the bias reduces effectively with increasing number of paths, at the expense of the increased computation burden. The multipath search has been proven to be a good method to control the tradeoff between the performance and computation complexity for large trees.

The second problem is more intricate. We tackle this problem by introducing a novel concept of the “winning path” as opposed to the winning neuron in the basic SOM. The neurons on the winning path are updated in accordance to the learning rates at each layer. The winners and their inter- and intralayer neighborhood neurons are updated by specifically designed learning rules to keep both the parent–child relationship and sibling relationship intact. There is still a dilemma: the closest neurons to the input vector on each layer usually do not lie on the same path. There is no easy way of deciding an optimal winner path in this situation. What we have proposed is to use a multipath search for a winner on the last layer, and the path to this leaf is deemed the winner path. In some applications, however, it is also important to consider the intermediate layers. We have introduced a special parameter to modulate the adaptations at different layers. The proposed winner path based updating procedure has an added advantage of mitigating the bias due to the limited-path search in a large tree. This is because with an appropriate modulation, the neurons on a winner path are more likely to learn by the same degree from the input data, so the distances between them will be reduced. Consequently, less bias will be introduced in the subsequent updates.

To effectively alleviate the three clustering problems associated with the basic SOM, we suggest the use of the proposed SOTT in hybrid clustering scheme. In hybrid clustering scheme, a low complexity partition clustering algorithm is first applied to reduce the large amount of data before the computational intensive agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) algorithm is used to merge the resultant clusters progressively to obtain the dendrogram [2]. An AHC algorithm will progressively merge sets of data points, and yields a dendrogram, which is a nested series of partitions representing the merging progress of data points [15]. One important factor for hybrid clustering scheme is the linkage metric, which is a proximity measure used to merge subsets rather than individual points in AHC. The linkage metric directly influences the effectiveness and computation complexity of AHC. However, a majority of the existing effective linkage metrics require a time complexity of
$O(N^2)$ and can only be calculated after all patterns have been labeled. This makes AHC computational intensive comparing with partitional clustering techniques like $k$-mean and SOM. Hybrid clustering, nevertheless, inherits the efficiency of the partition clustering and the prowess of discrimination of AHC, and it had been successfully used in several clustering schemes before [2], [22], [26]. The proposed SOTT hybrid clustering is based on the SOTT learning and an AHC stage with a novel linkage metric. The computation of this novel linkage metric blends in well with the winning path selection phase of the SOTT, thus, it can be evaluated online and much faster.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The structure of the SOTT and the basic terminologies used are presented in Section II. In Section III, the proposed learning algorithm of the SOTT is described. A unified partition and AHC algorithm based on SOTT is presented and a new linkage metric for the proposed hybrid clustering on SOTT is discussed in Section IV. VQ of images is taken as an example to test the learning ability of the proposed SOTT. The results are compared with the basic SOM algorithm in Section V. The clustering performance of the SOTT hybrid clustering is also evaluated. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. Structure of SOTT and Related Terminology

The simplest SOM network consists of an input layer connected to a one-dimensional linear array of neurons in the WTA layer. SOMs encountered in practice are more commonly structured with neurons typically arranged on a two-dimensional square or hexagonal grid laid out in a lattice. As the number of neurons increases, the growth of the search space calls for a multilayer SOM to ease the network from the time consuming training and mapping processes. Irrespective of the geometrical forms of the lattice, as the dimensionality of the data distribution increases, direct extension of the basic training algorithm to a stack of SOM layers is inadequate to cluster the input with a fixed rate TSVQ because the final codebook structure will become highly irregular and unpredictable. In this section, we describe the structure of a SOTT, and define some terminologies specific to the SOTT.

A static SOTT can be viewed as a multilayer SOM, with fixed depth and breadth. A SOTT realizes the mapping of an $n$-dimensional Euclidean space $R^n$ onto a finite codebook space $W$

$$\Lambda : R^n \rightarrow W$$ (1)

where the input vector $x = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \in R^n$ and $W = \{w_{ij} \in R^n \ | \ i = 1, 2, \ldots, L \text{ and } j = 1, 2, \ldots, N_i\}$ define a finite set of codevectors, $w_{ij}$ which are points in $R^n$. The structure of the SOTT network is characterized by $L$, the number of layers and $N_i$ is the number of neurons at the $i$th layer for each $i = 1, 2, \ldots, L$.

A two-dimensional (2-D) quad-tree structured SOTT with $L = 3, N_i = 4^{i-1}$ is shown in Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(b) shows a 1-D string structured SOTT with the same number of neurons.

The number of layers $L$ of an SOTT is called the depth of the tree. For a static SOTT, the number of children per neuron, $B$, is fixed and is called the branching factor. The first layer with $N_0$ neurons is called the root. In general, the $i$th layer has $B^{i-1} \times N_0$ neurons. The last layer is called the leaf layer and it has $B^{L-1} \times N_0$ neurons. The neurons on the leaf layer are known as the leaf-neurons.

Two kinds of relationships exist in a SOTT: 1) the intralayer neighborhood relationship and 2) the interlayer parent–child relationship. Let $G_i$ be a fully connected graph where its vertices and edges are defined respectively by the neurons and their interconnections at the $i$th layer. From the formulation of a near-neighbor mesh of a finite lattice, we define the $k$-neighborhood $N_v$, of the neuron $v \in G_i$ as the spatial support of the position of $v$ in $G_i$. A neuron, $u$, is said to be in the $k$-distance neighborhood of the neuron $v$ if there is a connected path from $u$ to $v$ and their minimal Euclidean distance, $\|u - v\| \leq k$. Furthermore, for each nonleaf neuron $v \in G_i$, a subtree $H_v$ of neurons rooted at $v$ with a branching factor of $B$ can be found. A neuron $u$ is said to be a child of $v$ iff $v \in G_i$ and $u \in G_{i+1} \cap H_v$. The neurons of $G_{i+1} \cap H_v$ that have the same parent neuron $v$, are called the siblings.

It should be noted that, unlike the TS-SOM of [21] which uses a fixed neighborhood for the adaptation, the neighborhood $N_v(t)$ of a winning neuron, $v$ for each layer is monotonically decreasing with the training epoch time, $t$. Using a fixed neighborhood or starting the training with a small neighborhood, results in a map which is not globally ordered and consists of small patches of local ordering between which the ordering direction changes discontinuously. The temporal function of neighborhood improves the spatial resolution of the map without losing the acquired global ordering through the proposed layer updating process. In addition, the winning neuron and its neighbors will not be updated in a uniform manner. The nonuniform function that alters the update of each weight vector within the winning neighborhood by an amount relative to its topographical distance from the winning neuron is called the neighborhood taper. Because of the parent–child relationship, the winning neurons of each adaptive layer in the winning path must inhere the weight vector of their parents. New parameters are introduced in the search for the winning path during training and the neighborhood tapers for updating the winning path are tailored to maintain this close coupling of the parent–child relationship.

III. Training Algorithm of SOTT

Training is a process whereby a set of input vectors are presented to the network one at a time to cause the synaptic weight vectors of a group of neurons in the lattice to be tuned. The
SOTT as defined earlier is a fully connected, feed-forward network for which the spatial arrangement of the trained neurons conveys significant meaning. Upon training, the parent neuron has similar but coarser resolution than its children and the siblings have similar synaptic weight vectors of finer resolution. The resolutions of the synaptic weights increase as the neurons descend from the root to the leaf layers. Within the same layer, neighboring neurons have similar weight vectors and as the neurons are further apart, their weight vectors become discriminable. Our proposed algorithm adapts the synaptic weight vectors of the SOTT via an online incremental learning scheme. The main steps involved in the training algorithm are illustrated in Fig. 2.

**A. Initialization of SOTT**

Because of the topological neighborhood of SOM, initialization of SOM is not as crucial as for some other clustering algorithms, e.g., GLA. A better initialization scheme will enable the network to converge faster by using priori knowledge of the input data distribution. For example, in VQ of images, the neurons of the 1-D string SOTT can be initialized with uniformly distributed weight vectors on the major diagonal of the input space

\[
    w_{ij} = [(j - 1/2) \times 255/N_i, \ldots, (j - 1/2) \times 255/N_i]^T
\]

\( \forall i = 1, 2, \ldots, L \) and \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, N_i \) \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( w_{ij} \) represents the weight vector of the \( j \)th neuron on the \( i \)th layer. This initialization method is very simple, but it provides a good neighborhood and parent–child relationship among all neurons on the lattice.

**B. Butterfly Permutation for Input Randomization**

Our proposed SOTT algorithm can be used for an online learning scheme, which is very useful for large training sets. However, online learning causes the learning performance to be order dependent, particularly when the training set contains a high degree of redundant information. For example, in image processing, the input data consists of pixel samples from a two dimensional coordinate system. Training the SOTT with a raster scanning order of the input pixels has a strong tendency to over-train some groups of neurons. A block based butterfly jumping sequence was used to subsample the pixels from each block to form different training sweeps by Pei and Lo [25]. This fractal scanning process does not produce a sequence of inputs with maximal randomization of the input data. The similarity between adjacent blocks’ texture and spatial details are still preserved. To alleviate the order dependent learning problem and accurately reflect the learning ability for a given source, a global butterfly permutation sequence is used to present the spatially correlated input data from a multidimensional coordinate system. The aim is to let the neurons learn the characteristics of the training source as early as possible to prevent the performance from being degraded by order dependent learning. The butterfly permutation is defined by a mapping: \( \pi : Z_I \rightarrow Z_J^L \) of an input order number \( r \in Z_I \) to a \( n \)-dimensional coordinate system. \( (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \in Z_J^L \) where \( Z_J^L \) is a finite integer space which is bounded by \( [0, 2^L - 1]^n \). Then, the butterfly permutation \( \pi \) can be expressed mathematically as

\[
    \pi(r) = \left\{ (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \in Z^n_j \mid x_j \right\}
    \]

\( = \sum_{i=0}^{L-1} 2^{L-1-i}(r_n \oplus r_{n+i+j}) \forall j \neq n, x_n \)

\( = \sum_{i=0}^{L-1} 2^{L-1-i} r_{n+i} \} \hspace{1cm} (3) \)

where \( r_i \) is the \( i \)th bit of the binary representation of the decimal number \( r \) (\( r_0 \) is the least significant bit).

The presentation order, \( r \) of the pixels for a 2-D (\( n = 2 \)) coordinate system, with \( x_1, x_2 \in [0, 7] \) is shown in Fig. 3. This special case of the proposed butterfly jumping sequence corresponds to the localized butterfly jumping sequence for an image subblock of size \( 8 \times 8 \) defined by [25].

Fig. 4 illustrates the difference in permutation effect of the blockwise localized jumping sequence proposed by [25] and our global butterfly jumping sequence. The permuted data are read back in the raster scan order to form a 2-D image to make the distinction in spatial characteristics visually perceivable. A gray scale ramp image and a natural image (Lena) are used for comparison. The results show that under the global jumping sequence, the training data are more evenly diffused to ensure that the maximally distinctive data are fed in succession. Consequently, the quantization results of images could be improved by as much as several decibels from those without the global jumping sequence.
C. Search for the Winning Path

The updating of the winning neuron and its neighborhood at each layer will not be performed until a winning path has been identified for each input. To trace the winning path, we need to search for a single winning leaf. Our proposed search algorithm uses two key parameters, λ and κ, to bias the competitiveness of some layers and emulate the positive effect of a multipath search. This is unlike the basic SOM, TS-SOM and other TSVQs, where the search for best matching units is performed layer-by-layer, in isolation. The proposed algorithm for the search for a best matching leaf neuron and the winning path is shown in the pseudo-code in Fig. 5. The overall idea of the algorithm in Fig. 5 is to find the winning child neurons progressively on each layer, until a winning child at the leaf layer (win_leaf) is found. Then the path to the win_leaf is set as the winning path (win_path).

In Fig. 5, the subroutine Compute_error(x̄(t), i, v, e_v) computes the distortion between the input x̄(t) and the B children of the parent neuron, v at level i. The weight vector of a child neuron u of v is denoted by w_{iu} and its error (distortion) is computed by the Euclidean distance ∥x̄(t)−w_{iu}∥ biased by a fraction of its parent error, e_v. The fractional constant, called the leakage ratio λ_{iu} is introduced so that adjacent layers, instead of only one layer, are considered in finding the best matching neuron at the leaf layer. The value of λ_{iu} is fixed at each layer but varying across layers to facilitate the control of performance tradeoff at different layers. By tuning the leakage ratio λ_{iu}, some intermediate layers can be emphasized according to the specific requirement of the application. This can be useful in some applications like progressive compression and transmission. It has been demonstrated by simulation that a small sacrifice in performance of the leaf layer can enhance the performance of the intermediate layers.

Another key parameter, κ is introduced in the subroutine Find_win_child to produce an equivalent effect of a κ-path search algorithm. Find_win_child is a recursive routine that calls Compute_error to calculate the errors of the children of a single best matching neuron at the upper-layer is suboptimal. This is because the weight vector of the final winning neuron at the leaf layer for a single path search is most probably not the closest to the input vector. The parameter κ provides the control necessary to minimize the bias caused by branching at the higher level of the hierarchy. The value of κ can be tuned to trade computational complexity for overall performance. From simulation results, SOTT performs much better with κ = 2 than with κ = 1. The performance of the SOTT with κ = 2 is almost the same as that of the full search method but its computation time is much shorter and it is only a little longer than that of κ = 1. If κ_{ij} is made different for some layers, we have a more complicated but interesting dynamic multipath search.

The recursive procedure Find_win_child is called at the main routine Find_win_path with the root neuron and its error equal to the Euclidean distance from the input vector. Once the winning leaf neuron is found, the function Trace_parent traverses the winning path bottom-up via the parent neuron of the winning leaf neuron until the root neuron is reached.

---

**Fig. 4.** (a) Original image. (b) Image permuted by the localized butterfly jumping sequence. (c) Image permuted by the global butterfly jumping sequence.

**Fig. 5.** Algorithm for the best matching leaf neuron and winning path search.
D. Updating of Winning Path Neurons and Their Neighborhoods

Once the winning path $\Gamma$ is found, all neurons along the winning path and their neighbors are updated by the following equations:

$$w_v(t + 1) = w_v(t) + \alpha(m)[x(t) - w_v(t)] \forall v \in \Gamma \tag{4}$$
$$w_u(t + 1) = w_u(t) + \alpha(m)h(u,v,m)[x(t) - w_u(t)] \forall v \in \Gamma \text{ and } u \in N_v(m) \tag{5}$$

where $v$ is the winning neuron, and $N_v(m)$ denotes the neighborhood of $v$ at the sweep number $m$. A sweep is a period during which the updating parameters remain constant. In our simulations, we set the number of input data in one sweep to be six times the number of neurons on the leaf layer. On average, each neuron on the leaf layer will be updated six times as the winning neuron in a sweep. The learning rate of the winning neurons at the $m$th sweep, $\alpha(m) = \alpha(0)k_m^3$, is a monotonically decreasing gain function of the sweep time. The initial learning rate, $\alpha(0)$, is usually set to a value less than 1. The learning rate for the neighborhood of the winning neuron is scaled by the taper function $h(u,v,m)$. This neighborhood taper is usually defined as a time-decreasing Gaussian function of the spatial distance between the winning neuron and its neighbors, i.e.,

$$h(u,v,m) = e^{-\frac{\|u-v\|^2}{\sigma_v(m)^2}} \forall v \in \Gamma \text{ and } u \in N_v(m) \tag{6}$$

where $\sigma_v(m) = \sigma_v(0)k_m^3$ is the neighborhood width of the $i$th layer at the sweep number $m$. It defines the boundary of the lateral interaction between the winning neuron $v$ and other neurons on the $i$th layer. The initial neighborhood width of the $i$th layer, $\sigma_v(0)$, is usually set to a value between 1 and $N_i/2$ where $N_i$ is the number of neurons on the $i$th layer. Both the learning rate, $\alpha(m)$, and neighborhood width, $\sigma(m)$, decrease with $m$. The constant $k_1$ and $k_2$ are set to a value typically between 0.8–0.99.

The updating function at each layer is in essence, similar to the method proposed by Pei and Lo [25]. However, being a multilayer system, the neurons are likely to be dragged far away from their parents in the learning process as mentioned by P. Koikkalainen and E. Oja [20]. If there is no provision to preserve the correlation between the parent and children neurons, the tree structure will be destroyed, making the search for best matching neurons in the winning path more difficult and the overall distortion enlarged.

Maintaining both the intralayer relationship (the neighborhood relationship) and the interlayer relationship (the parent–children relationship) correct is important for achieving good performance of the proposed SOTT. To keep the neurons of the same family close during the entire training process, the following updating rules are imposed.

1) The initialization of neighborhood widths, $\sigma_v(0)$ at adjacent layers is made to be proportional to the ratio of the numbers of neurons on those two layers

$$\frac{\sigma_v(0)}{\sigma_{v-1}(0)} = \frac{N_v}{N_{v-1}} \tag{7}$$

2) The children neurons will only be updated if their parent neuron is also updated.

3) The neighborhood neurons will only be updated if it is sufficiently close to the winning neuron of their layer. This is to minimize unnecessary computation with little or no effect as the neighborhood learning rate reduces exponentially with increasing $\sigma_v(m)$. A neighborhood neuron, $u$, is considered to be close enough to the winning neuron, $v$, at the $i$th layer if

$$\left\| u - v \right\| \leq \delta \tag{8}$$

The value of $\delta$ is usually set to be between 1 and 10. In our simulation, we use $\delta = 5$. The neighborhood neurons satisfying both rules 2) and 3) will be updated with (5).

E. Convergence Criteria

At the end of each sweep, the weight vectors of the leaf neurons in the current and the previous sweeps are compared. If their difference is less than a small threshold value, then the training is completed. The convergence criterion can be stated as

$$\sum_{j=1}^{B-1} \left\| w_{LJ}(m) - w_{LJ}(m-1) \right\| \leq \varepsilon \tag{9}$$

In our simulation, if the average square difference of the neuron weights, $w_{LJ}$ at the leaf layer is less than 0.01, the training is terminated.

IV. HYBRID CLUSTERING ALGORITHM ON SOTT

As mentioned in the introduction, the ability of SOM in clustering suffers from three major disadvantages that limit its effectiveness. To unbridge the limitations, hybrid clustering scheme [2], [22], [27] based on SOTT and a novel linkage metric is applied for enhanced clustering performance. The main idea behind the hybrid clustering is to combine the efficiency of the partition clustering and the prowess of discrimination of AHC. The general concept of hybrid clustering is illustrated in Fig. 6. To differentiate the clusters formed in different stages, the clusters formed by the partition clustering are called the atomic clusters since they are indiscernible in the later AHC stage, whereas the clusters merged during the AHC stage are called the interim clusters. At the outset of the AHC, the interim clusters $C_i$ is the same as the atomic clusters, $A_i$. An iterative process is carried out to optimally merge the interim clusters greedily. At each step, two interim clusters $C_i$ and $C_j$ with the maximum linkage metric are sought for merging into a larger cluster. The process of maximum link search repeats until a predefined criterion is met.

As mentioned earlier, the linkage metric is the key factor for AHC stage. To merge clusters rather than individual points, the distance between individual points has to be generalized to the distance between clusters (sets of points). Such derived proximity measure is called a linkage metric. The type of linkage metric used influences the AHC algorithms and their clustering results and efficiency significantly, since it reflects the closeness and connectivity between clusters, and usually the computation of linkage metric is the major bottleneck of AHC. Traditionally, the dissimilarity measure (usually, the Euclidean
distance) is calculated for every pair of points with one point from each cluster. Then, a specific operation such as minimum (single link), average (average link), or maximum (complete link) is applied to the pair-wise dissimilarity measures. A majority of the existing effective linkage metrics suffers from the \(O(N^2)\) time complexity [2], [15]. Besides, they must be calculated only after all patterns are labeled. In view of this, we introduce a new linkage metric for our proposed hybrid clustering algorithm on SOTT.

Before introducing the novel linkage metric, a metric \(\text{Bond}(A_i, A_j)\) to assess the connectivity of two atomic clusters, \(A_i\) and \(A_j\) is defined as follows:

\[
\text{Bond}(A_i, A_j) = \sum_{p \in \{w_1(p), w_2(p)\} \in \{i, j\}} e^{-\frac{d_p(p)}{\alpha}}
\]

(11)

where \(p\) represents a data point in the data set, \(w_i(p)\) represents the neuron that has the \(i\)th minimum distance to \(p\), and \(d_i(p)\) represents the distance between \(w_i(p)\) and \(p\). The data points that fulfill the criterion for the summation, \(\forall p \{w_1(p), w_2(p)\} \in \{i, j\}\) are those that cause neurons \(j\) and \(j\) to become the winner and runner-up neurons, in permissible order.

The proposed linkage metric, \(\text{Link}(C_i, C_j)\) is defined as follows:

\[
\text{Link}(C_i, C_j) = \max_{S_k \subseteq C_i, S_l \subseteq C_j} \frac{\sum_{\forall m \in S_k} \sum_{\forall n \in S_l} \text{Bond}(A_m, A_n)}{|S_k \cup S_l|}
\]

(12)

\[
|S_i| = \sum_{A_j \subseteq S_i} |A_j|
\]

(13)

where \(C_i\) represents the \(i\)th interim cluster, and \(S_k \subseteq C_i\) is a subcluster of \(C_i\).

In traditional effective linkage metric, such as single-link, complete-link, and average-link, the computation complexity for \(\text{Link}(C_i, C_j)\) is \(O(N_i \times N_j)\), while \(N_i\) and \(N_j\) represents the number of data points in the interim clusters \(C_i\) and \(C_j\), respectively, since the computation involves all the distances between two data points in the interim clusters \(C_i\) and \(C_j\). On the other hand, the proposed linkage metric in (13) only involves the Bond \(\text{Bond}(A_i, A_j)\) of the atomic clusters instead of all data points in the pair of interim clusters \((C_i; C_j)\). However, the calculation for \(\text{Link}(C_i, C_j)\) of (13) is still quite involved since the bonds of all possible combinations of the subclusters, \(S\) of each interim cluster must be calculated to seek for the maximum link. In our simulation, we use a greedy growing of the subclusters to find the local optimal \(S_m\) and \(S_n\) for calculating the value of \(\text{Link}(C_i, C_j)\). So the computational complexity is \(O(k_i + k_j)k_i \times k_j\), while \(k_i\) and \(k_j\) represent the number of atomic clusters in the clusters \(C_i\) and \(C_j\), respectively.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we measure the performance of the proposed SOTT in VQ of gray-level images and compare it to the performance of the basic SOM, GLA [23], and GLA-based balanced TSVQ [4] algorithms. The ability of SOTT quantizer to preserve the topological property of the image is also studied. Additionally, its performance in multiresolution mapping is investigated. The two SOTT specific parameters, namely the leakage ratio, \(\lambda\) and the path search factor, \(\kappa\), are tuned to evaluate their effect on the network’s learning ability and its computational efficiency.

In our simulations, the training data is fed from the test images to the SOM and SOTT networks using the butterfly permutation order described by (3) of Section III-B until the networks converge. The test images of size 512 \times 512 are shown in Fig. 7.

To accurately reflect how well the neural networks have learnt from the training data, the testing and training data are obtained from the same source, and the search method is kept the same in both the training and testing phases. For fair comparison, the convergence criteria of GLA and GLA-based balanced TSVQ are set to be the same as in the SOM and SOTT algorithms. The basic SOM used is essentially a one-layer SOTT with the same codebook size (i.e., the number of neurons is the same as the number of leaf neurons of SOTT), and the common parameters of the two networks under test are set to the same values. The parameters for these two networks are listed in Table I. Among
these parameters, $\kappa$, $\lambda$, and $\delta$ are used to tune the SOTT and they are not used on the original SOM.

The quality of the reconstructed image is measured using the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) in decibels. The PSNR is defined as follows:

$$\text{PSNR} = 10 \cdot \log \frac{255^2}{E[\delta - x]^2}$$

(14)

where $x$ and $\hat{x}$ represent the original input vector and the quantized vector, respectively. $E[x]$ denotes the expected value of $x$.

The performance results of the two networks in terms of the PSNR of the reconstructed image of Lena, and the training time for different codebook sizes are tabulated in Table II. The training time for both networks is measured on a Personal Computer equipped with a Pentium Pro 2.1 GHz Processor and 512 MBytes of system memory. 1-D string neural topology with branching factor $B = 4$ is used for the SOTT. The first layer of SOTT is either 1 or 2 depending on the codebook size.

The best reconstruction quality and the fastest training time are highlighted in bold and italic print in Table II. As expected, when the number of neurons is small (<32), there is a small penalty in the training time of SOTT due to its structural overhead. As the network size increases, the SOTT speeds up dramatically. The acceleration over the basic SOM is more than ten times for large codebook of size greater than 512. The quality of reconstructed images, based on the codebooks generated by both networks, are compatible.

To better assess the differences in reconstruction performances, different images with varying degrees of textures and diverse spatial distribution of gray-levels are tested on both networks with the same codebook size of 256. The resulting PSNR of the reconstructed images and training time are shown in Table III.

Out of the five test images, the qualities of the reconstructed images of Lena, Bird, Bridge, and Goldhill for the SOTT degrade by about 0.5 dB compared with those of the full-search basic SOM. The deterioration of PSNR of Baboon for SOTT is the worst (more than 1.5 dB). This is attributable to the high frequency of intensity and texture variations of Baboon.

To visualize the topological property of SOTT, the red, green, and blue component values of every pixel in a color image (Lena), is fed into the SOTT for training. After the network has converged, the weights of the neurons at each layer are shown in the r-g-b feature space in Fig. 8. The topological relationship between neighboring neurons is visualized by connecting lines of different styles to distinguish the different layers. Fig. 9 shows the visual effect of the topological structure of the basic SOM.

It can be seen from Fig. 8 that every layer in the SOTT can be considered as a single SOM, which has its own topology comparable to a single SOM. The tightly coupled parent–child topographical relationship is evident from Fig. 8.

In the 1-D string neighborhood structure, the topology order can also be measured by an objective function $J$, which is defined in [18] as follows:

$$J = \sum_{i=2}^{N} ||w_i - w_{i-1}|| - ||w_N - w_1||$$

(15)

where $N$ is the number of neurons and $w_i$ is the weight vector of the $i$th neuron. The lower the value of $J$, the better the codebook is ordered.

In our simulations, we use this function to compare the topology order of the basic SOM and the leaf layer of SOTT. The result is plotted in Fig. 10. It can be concluded that their topology order is comparable.

The multiresolution progressive decoding performance of the SOTT is evaluated with a network of branching factor $B = 4$ and depth $L = 5$. The leaf layer has 256 neurons. The images reconstructed from different layers of the SOTT are shown in Fig. 11.

Different leakage ratios, $\lambda$ are experimented on Lena and the quantization results of different layers of the SOTT are presented in Table IV. The multiresolution performance of TSVQ is also listed for comparison. For ease of reference, PSNRs of Lena trained by the basic SOM for the corresponding codebook sizes from Table I are reproduced in the last column of Table IV.

In Table IV, the best PSNRs for each codebook size are printed in bold and italic. The overall quality of the image reconstructed from the codebooks obtained at different layers of the SOTT for a fixed $\lambda$ is comparable to that obtained from several independently trained basic SOMs of equivalent codebook sizes. It should be noted that codebooks of different resolutions are generated simultaneously with SOTT through only one pass of training with nonexhaustive search of the best matching neurons as opposed to training $L = 1$ basic SOMs independently with the full search algorithm. The leakage ratio improves the performance of lower resolution codebooks at the expense of a trivial degradation to the performance of the higher resolution codebook.

Different values of the multipath search factor, $\kappa$ of the SOTT are also tested to evaluate how the winning path search factor influences the performance of the SOTT. The resulting PSNRs and training time are shown in Table V.

$\kappa = 1$ is the same as the single path tree-structured search algorithm. Comparing with $\kappa = 1, \kappa = 2$ produces the much better performance with a slight increase in training time. $\kappa = 3$ gives the optimal performance. There is little or no advantage in increasing the path search factor beyond $\kappa = 3$.

There are occasions when the performance of the SOTT becomes a little worse as $\kappa$ increases (while maintaining the condition that the encoding $\kappa$ is still higher than the training $\kappa$). This is not surprising as the performances of SOM and SOTT reach the margins of diminishing return near convergence, they becomes highly sensitive to the variation of parameters and input data distribution. Although the intuitive interpretation of the network behavior relative to its parameter variations is clear, there is no rigorous mathematical analysis of the dynamics of the self-organizing algorithms and their proof remains yet to be discovered.
Tuning of these parameters is highly empirical and is best optimized with a specific application through a long series of simulations. Hence, once the network has been tuned for a minimal acceptable level of performance (quality) for a domain-specific application, computational complexity, resource requirements, implementation simplicity and other features will be the prevailing factors. In this perspective, SOTT has a clear competitive advantage over the basic SOM and GLA algorithms owing to its fast learning, fast encoding and multiresolution mappings of progressively enhanced qualities. When comparing with GLA and TSVQ, SOTT has the advantages of the graceful topological ordering feature and online learning capability.

Several datasets are used to simulate the clustering performance and computation efficiency of the proposed SOTT based hybrid clustering algorithm to compare them with those achieved by the contender clustering algorithms. Fig. 12(a)–(d) shows four different 2-D data sets used in the simulation. These data sets are chosen, partly because similar data sets have been used extensively by other researchers [13], [16], [22], and partly because it is easier to evaluate the quality of the clustering results on 2-D data sets. Due to the different geometrical shapes and densities of the clusters, and the scattering noise in these data sets, traditional algorithms like the k-mean and AHC will fail to find the proper clusters as proven in [13], [16]. CURE has been tested to prove that it failed in clustering the data sets (b) and (c) [16], as seen in Fig. 12(e) and (f). Spectral clustering,
which has proven to be efficient in some challenging clustering problem [24], unfortunately failed in three of the four test data sets, as seen in Fig. 12(g)–(i).

Fig. 13 shows the clusters found by our proposed SOTT based hybrid clustering algorithm for each of the above data sets. For data sets (a), (c), and (d), our SOTT hybrid clustering algorithm produces the natural clustering results as perceived by the human eyes. For data set (b), only the vertically elongated textual patterns next to the horizontally aligned objects are imperfectly clustered into two different clusters instead of one.

The overall computation time of our proposed SOTT hybrid clustering algorithm can be divided into two parts: one on the learning and partition clustering time of the SOTT and the other is the time it used for AHC. In the first stage of the SOTT partition clustering, it can be shown that for \( n \) patterns and \( k \) atomic clusters, the computational complexity of SOTT learning stage is mainly dependant on the SOTT structure, learning parameters rather than on the size of the data set, while the computational complexity of mapping all the patterns in the data set to the atomic clusters is \( O(n \log k) \) due to the tree-structured search. In the second stage of AHC, the computational complexity of \( \text{Link}(C_i, C_j) \) for all clusters dictates the computational complexity of the stage and it is \( O(k^3) \). Usually \( n \) is much larger than \( k \), thus the computational complexity in the second stage is negligible comparing with that in the first stage. This is in congruence with the observation of our simulation. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed SOTT hybrid clustering algorithm is scalable to the data set size. The scalability of our proposed algorithm is manifested in Fig. 14. In Fig. 14, it can be seen that the proposed SOTT hybrid clustering algorithm is computationally much more efficient than the recently proposed CURE algorithm [13], especially for large data sets.
Though the use of hybrid clustering algorithm can completely unbridge the second and third limitations mentioned in the introduction, as observed from the clustering results of Fig. 15, the number of atomic clusters will still influence the performance of the hybrid clustering algorithm despite its effect has been reduced. However, the number of atomic clusters and the clustering results of the proposed SOTT hybrid clustering algorithm are not as vulnerable to the setting of the learning parameters of the SOTT as to the growing variants of SOM. Usually it is difficult to predict the number of atomic neurons in advance. However, the different resolutions created by the SOTT structure provide a flexibility to alleviate the problem associated with a fixed or an inappropriate choice of the number of atomic clusters. With the ability to maintain a cohesive parent–child and sibling relationships in the SOTT during the partition clustering stage, the AHC can be applied on different layers which have different number of neurons (i.e., partitions). A clustering validation [14] process can then be added to decide which level of clustering and merging is preferred for the given data.

VI. CONCLUSION

A novel online hierarchical SOTT is proposed in this paper in which a multipath search is used to overcome the bias of the tree-structured search. A parameter named leakage ratio is introduced to control the performance tradeoff between different neuronal layers. During the learning phase, specific updating rule is designed to keep both the interlayer and intralayer relationship well during the learning phase.

The hierarchical structure of the proposed SOTT is also exploited in a hybrid clustering algorithm to overcome the clustering performance deficiencies of classic $k$-means and SOM algorithms. To fully exploit the advantages of online learning, and reduced computational complexity of the SOTT architecture, a new linkage metric is introduced for the AHC. This linkage metric can be updated online during the partition clustering stage and does not need to wait for the patterns to be labeled. The proposed SOTT hybrid clustering algorithm has demonstrated to be computational efficient and possesses good scalability. Besides, its clustering performance is more robust against learning parameter variation compared with the growing variants of SOM.

The experimental results show that, the performance of the proposed SOTT is comparable to the basic full-search SOM. At the same time, the computation efficiency of SOTT is much better than that of basic SOM and other vector quantizers. In addition, the progressive encoding property brought by SOTT is attractive for developing new efficient and elegant solutions to data clustering and pattern classification applications.
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